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The Cornerst one Dif f erence
We?re each blessed, as children, with a profound curiosity that enables us to learn and grow at
an incredibly rapid pace, and ultimately accomplish incredible things. Unfortunately, much of
this creativity and curiosity is stifled by well-meaning but damaging-none-the-less adults.
Students are often encouraged to adopt a fixed mental model of how things work, which
dampens their ability to think divergently and wonder creatively. Ask a high school student to
list the uses of a paperclip and you might receive 10 to 15 answers. Ask a five-year-old? who is
open to the idea of the paperclip standing 12 feet tall or being made of foam rubber? and you
might receive 100 or more.

At Cornerstone, the classroom environment is designed to help students maintain their ability
to think creatively and divergently. Here, they?re free to experiment, make mistakes, and take
risks; they?re encouraged to ask questions and given time to think and explore their own
learning patters; nature is used as a learning setting, where bridges to abstract concepts are
created using common experiences and experiments; students work in collaboration
surrounded by materials of their own creation; and music and art play a prominent role in their
overall educational experience.
In short , Cornerst one?s is an environment designed f or f ail ing wel l .
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Failin g Well: Nurt uring Creat ivit y wit h Experiment at ion & It erat ion
The focus of this month?s newsletter was inspired by Megan McArdle?s The Up
Side of Down, in which she expounds upon the key to success: failing well.
?Failing well? is a topic that pops into my head any time the details of an
experiment are included in the weekly journals we all receive, and something
Cornerstone encourages each student to do ? and do frequently. So, I thought
for my introductory newsletter I?d expand on this topic a bit, provide some
additional context, and reference a few reading materials for those interested
in learning more.
Here goes?
Nurt uring Creat ivit y wit h Experiment at ion & It erat ion
When Mrs. McQuade asks her class to build a tower with spaghetti and little
marshmallows to support a big marshmallow, or Ms. Hailer challenges her class to
build the tallest free-standing structure using 4 paper cups, 2 straws, 5 toothpicks and
popcorn, the students are really being asked to run through a process of
experimentation and iteration. And part of this process inevitably involves failing,
then using information gleaned from failure to try again using a better approach. Poor
Fred, the gummy worm, nearly drowned before the kids were able to get his gummy
lifesaver on using only 4 paperclips, but everyone involved is better off having gone
through the whole experience. (Everyone, that is, except for Fred, who I?m told was
eventually eaten by his rescuers.)
?If you?re not prepared to be wrong,? states Sir Ken Robinson in his TED Talk, Do
Schools Kill Creativity?, ?you?ll never come up with anything original.? At Cornerstone,
mistakes are not stigmatized; children are instead encouraged to make them and
learn from them ? and in doing so, their creative capacities are nurtured. And thank
goodness for this, as the rest of the world seems intent on engineering failure out of
our society. As McArdle puts it, ?We have made it impossible for our children to fall
very far? and in doing so, we have robbed them of the joys of climbing high.?
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A note from Ms.
Simoneau:
As with many
teachers, failing is not
an easy topic to
approach. It is not
pleasant to realize
that lessons that you
worked and
researched are not
going the way you
planned, and need to
scrapped or totally
overhauled. But, I truly
believe that failure is
a learning experience.
You learn from your
mistakes. For instance,
if I give a test with ten
questions and a
student gets one
wrong, the student
immediately focuses
on the one question
that they got wrong
instead of celebrating
the nine that they got
correct. I continually
stress the importance
that we are not
perfect, and we will
make mistakes.
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The worl d is f ul l of successf ul f ail ures
Some of the biggest stars in the history of successful ventures were
colossal failures first. I noticed a poster upstairs that reads, ?The
expert in anything was once a beginner,? but I think that?s a bit too
kind. Frankly, most experts started off terribly inept, like each of us, at
most everything. As many of you are likely aware, Steve Jobs was fired
from his own company, Apple, before turning it into the technological
juggernaut it is today. Similar things can be said of Albert Einstein,
who could not speak fluently until the age of nine, J. K. Rowling, who
found herself destitute and nearly homeless before becoming a
world-renowned author, and Abraham Lincoln, who failed in business
and at the ballot box in his 1856 presidential bid before winning the
election of 1861 and leading the North to victory during the Civil War.
What these folks all had in common was an ability to brush off failure
in their pursuit of success.

More from Ms.
Simoneau:
My third graders are
in the process of
memorizing the
multiplication
tables. While for
some students this
is easy, there are
many that find it a
challenge. My belief
is that when you hit
a wall, don?t just
stand there, go
around it, under it,
or over it. We use
music (rap),
movement, and
many other
techniques to learn
the tables.
We are currently
working on the
Human Body unit in
class, and are at the
end of the
circulatory system.
The students were
playing a game to
show the blood flow
through the heart.
Each child was
given a part of the
heart to represent
and we had a ball,
which represented a
blood cell, that was
passed from child to
child to show the
bloods path. Of
course, the ball was
dropped. But what
do you do in life
when things do not
go the way you
planned? It is a
lesson that we
constantly work at
every day.
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The Cornerst one LEGO Engineers
Congratulations to our first Cornerstone LEGO Engineers team ? and a
big Thank You to Ms. Hailer for the experience competing at WPI!
As Radhika Ramanadham noted, each student left with a sense of pride in their
accomplishments, which were tremendous considering ours was the youngest group, consisting
entirely of first time participants.
They also laid the groundwork for next year?s competition. As Ms. Hailer described below, last
year?s LEGO competition provided an excellent opportunity to learn through trial and error,
which our students took full advantage of:

As an adult, it?s easy to see that winning isn?t everything, but to a child, it means the world.
So it was easy to be anxious to worry about the outcome of the Cornerstone LEGO Engineers
facing their rookie debut at WPI.
I knew they weren?t
going to win. They
had worked hard
and
had
fun;
however, as rookies,
there was a pretty
big learning curve
and I recognized the
names of several
teams and knew
they
had
been
competing for years.
They had worked the
bugs out of the
system, trained the

The Cornerst one LEGO Engineers

next
round
of
students
coming
through and we
were stumbling in
the dark. But I also
knew the students
needed to fail in
order to learn. It
would make them
stronger,
insure
flexibility and drive
home the lessons in
growth mindset we
have taught them
over the years.

The biggest reminder of all to them was they had done all the work. They programmed the
robot, solved the problem of launching and collecting and pushing the obstacles. They had
built their Google slide presentation on their own, they could confidently answer direct
questions about their work knowing they did it themselves.
The best part of the day was watching the seven team members bonding, laughing, joking
and smiling. Mostly, they were making plans for next year. What they would do differently,
what they would build on and, in the end, how they would be better. They failed, but they
had fun doing so and learned. Mostly, each and every one of those students came out
stronger in the end. It didn?t matter that they didn?t get a ?golden ticket? to the state
championships or any type of award. What mattered was that they found the confidence to
try and learn.
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Upcoming Event s
Singer/ songwriter Martin Swinger will be visiting on
January 14th to help take learning concepts and
write them in a song.
Martin has been singing and writing songs since he
was a kid, and has performed professionally for 40
years. This is not his first visit to Cornerstone, so
we?re glad to welcome him back!
For more information about Martin, please visit
http:/ / www.martinswinger.com/ .

Cartoonist Mark Marderosian, co-founder of Big City
Publishing and star of the television program
?Drawing with Mark,? will also be visiting on
February 4th to demonstrate how to illustrate and
create stories and characters.
?Drawing with Mark? has a mission: to help kids
unlock their creativity. We?re hoping we can help
him unlock some more of his own, as well!
For more information, please visit
http:/ / drawingwithmark.com/ .
Ms. Simoneau and Ms. Hailer?s classes will see
?The Lightning Thief: The Percy Jackson
Musical,? an adaptation of Rick Riordan?s
best-selling novel, at Hanover Theater in
February.

Finally, Mrs. McQuade and Mrs. McCormack?s classes
will visit Miss Greer?s classroom, along with Rosie
Revere, Engineer, Iggy Peck, Architect, and Ada Twist,
Scientist, at Mechanics Hall in March.
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Aut hor?s Not e
I hope you all found this newsletter interesting and informative. I thought I?d conclude by
telling the story of how my wife and I choose Cornerstone Academy for our daughter?s
education. Moving forward, I?d love to hear from you if you have a topic in mind, an
activity to call out, or a Cornerstone story of your own you?d like to share.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
So why did the Staffiers choose Cornerstone? Well, we didn?t really. My wife learned
about Cornerstone by chance: she was enjoying a coffee down the street one morning,
and several students happened to be there, as well. She was impressed by how polite
they all were ? so impressed that we Googled the school that afternoon. That?s when I
learned Mrs. McQuade used to teach at the elementary school I went to as a kid, Oxford
Academy (now the Zeh school), which piqued our interest even more.
When Avaline was ready to start a pre-K program, we took her around to a few places
we were comfortable with, including Cornerstone. In the end, having narrowed her
choices down for her, we left the decision on where to go up to her? but I was secretly
rooting for her to choose Cornerstone. Why?
I certainly appreciate Cornerstone?s values? who could argue education, social
responsibility, family and character aren?t important?? but plenty of schools have
reputable values, and it?s not always obvious which of these schools actually live up to
the standards they put forth.
With Cornerstone, I had a hunch the charter was more than just some nice words on a
plaque simply by looking at the classrooms. They looked nothing like a typical classroom,
or at least those that I?m familiar with. The classrooms of my youth looked lifeless and
sanitized, as if they were designed to make students uniform and uncomfortable ? part of
a template rather than part of a community.
Cornerstone?s, by contrast, looked like home, and that?s exactly how our daughter
thinks of school: a home away from home where she can learn and have fun with her
extended family.
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